
                                     

	 	 	 

	 	  COVID-19 — COORDINATED MISMANAGEMENT 
            Scientific Terms and Medical Protocols Overturned 
	 In what is clearly a co-ordinated mismanagement of public health and patient care, long-established terms critical to 

	 health care and patient management in a pandemic have been redefined, in ways that handicap health professionals 

	 with misleading information, and exaggerate numbers (* below) to create and sustain the level of fear in the public. 

      RECOMMENDED LINKS: COVID Report: tiny.cc/CoVidReport;      COVID Data tiny.cc/CoVidData;    DOWNLOAD A COPY AT  BeingFree.ca

  FOOTNOTES   1  http://tiny.cc/NotAPandemic     2 http://tiny.cc/KochPostulates   3  http://tiny.cc/CovidNeverIsolated    4  http://tiny.cc/ViralShedding   


5  http://tiny.cc/NotASpreader   6  http://tiny.cc/PCR-Fraud   7 No Virus Proved: tiny.cc/yya2tz    8 http://tiny.cc/NotAVaccine     9  CDC confuses tests: tiny.cc/gya2tz   

TERM BEFORE COVID UNDER COVID

PANDEMIC
Until 2012 A pandemic was only declared if 
an infectious disease caused extremely high 
numbers of deaths internationally.

With COVID no number of deaths is needed to 
declare a pandemic — after SARS in 2012, Big 
Pharma lobbied heavily to redefine the term.1

YOY DEATHS In pandemic years, year over year statistics 
clearly show a surge in number of deaths.

With COVID there is no significant increase in 
number of deaths from previous years.

SEASONAL 
FLU 

In the fall and winter there is always annual 
surge of infections and deaths from the flu.

With COVID quite magically, seasonal flu and 
other respiratory diseases virtually disappeared.

CAUSE OF 
INFECTION

Under 140 year old Koch protocol, a “cause” 
is determined only after a suspected agent of 
infection is isolated and proven.2

With COVID Koch principles are utterly ignored.3 
No lab in the world has isolated any agent shown 
to cause COVID symptoms. The virus is unproven.

CASE
The term “case” is applied only to a person 
with symptoms after testing has determined 
what is causing the symptoms.

With COVID people who have no symptoms are 
randomly tested and labelled “cases” by a PCR 
test universally known to generate false positives.*

HEALTHY
People with no infections or symptoms are 
generally considered “healthy”, and as such 
represent no health threat to others.

With COVID authorities using studies based on 
meaningless PCR tests tell us people with no 
symptoms can threaten others with contagion 4 5 *

IMMUNITY
People recovered from an infection are 
immune and require no vaccination for 
protection from future exposure.

With COVID to be considered immune one must be 
“immunized “with a jab that even its makers say will 
not give immunity or prevent spreading.

HERD 
IMMUNITY

When immunity in a population is broad 
enough a infection can no longer spread. 

With COVID even though falling numbers of deaths 
suggest herd immunity we’re told COVID is spreading.

TESTING 
Diagnosis is done with tests using procedures 
that consistently identify infectious agents with 
a high degree of reliability.

With COVID diagnosis is by a “test” not to be used 
for diagnosis, following guidelines that ensure up to 
100% false positives, and guarantee useless results.*

ISOLATION
Isolation procedures and mask protocols are 
employed selectively on those who are ill and 
identified as vulnerable for their protection

With COVID healthy people, including those with near 
zero risk of infection or spreading, are isolated and 
subjected to inappropriate and misapplied testing.*

CAUSE OF 
DEATH

The prevailing condition or event that caused 
someone to die is listed in a death register as 
the “cause of death”.

With COVID even when other factors were the cause. 
it is often listed as cause of death. Deliberate financial 
and political incentives are used to inflate the numbers.7 *

VACCINE

The term “vaccine” refers to a weakened form 
of a virus or bacteria used to stimulate an 
immune response that protects the body if it 
ever encounters the same infectious agent.

With COVID  “vaccine” refers to patented synthetic 
experimental gene technology that alters DNA in body 
cells in ways that will stimulate the immune system to 
attack its own body when it is infected again. 8
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